




































































































not adequately represented in one dimension, and second, the treatment

of fuel regions near the reflector as cells even though they are

adjacent to a large water region.

Using these results as an indication of the errors inherent in the

calculational scheme, subsequent results were corrected for these biases.

Table I shows eigenvalues and reactivity differences for the core under

various operating conditions. These were obtained from one-dimensional

calculations with the radial buckling based on the leakage determined from

the R-Z PDQ calculations. The results were corrected for the bias inferred

from the R-Z PDQ calculations. Table II compares the calculated eigen-

value differences from Table I with, first, the predicted~K values for

the SL-l quoted in the "Hazards Summary Report on the ALPR," ANL 5744,

and, second, reactivity values inferred from the change in rod bank posi-

tion for the various conditions. An incremental rod worth of 0.55%

~K per inch of motion was used to obtain the comparison. This was

deIermined for hot operating conditions in the lifetime calculation

described below and is being used somewhat arbitarily to provide this

comparison.

TABLE I

PREDICTED EIGENV ALUES AND REACTIVITIES FOR SL-l

Condition K ~ K ~K

KIK2

2.4%

1.1%

1.2%

1.078

1.051

1.039

1.026

.957

.027

.012

.013

BeR"inninR" of Life:

Cold (83°F) Rods Out

Hot, Zero Power, Rods Out

Operating, 2.56 MW, No Xenon

Operating, 2.56 MW, Equilibrium Xenon

Cold (83°F) Rods In
*

11.8%.121

**
.94%1.036 .010

932 MWD

2.56 MW, Equilibrium Xenon

* ~ K = K (rods out) -K (rods in)

** .6 K = K (931 MVm) -K (0 MWD)
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF PREDICTIONS AND MEASUREMENTS

Results of SL-l Evaluation

at 1.56 1'fW(17

~ K ~K/K

ANL Predictions

at 3 MW(23)

LKCondition
LK/K

Measured

(inferred
from rod

positions

.027

.013

.008- .01

.01

.01

.01

-.020

-.020

30*

-.015 .002

.114**.15

Temperature Defect
83- 420oF .021 .024

Vapor Defect .012 .011

Equilibrium Xenon .013 .012

Maximum Xenon .002 .002

Rod Bank Worth Cold .121 .12

* Includes samarium-

** See description of rod calibrations (section c

With this analytical background information in mind, the reactivity

history of the SL-I reactor will now be presented. In particular, the

shutdown margins will be discussed and also the inference of a mechanical

loss of boron based on the difference between predicted and observed rod

bank positions.

b. Lifetime Calculations

This section presents an evaluation of the methods used in

the SL-I lifetime calculations~17) and an estimate, where possible, of

the effects of various uncertainties on the calculated rod bank positions

and reactivities. This is of special significance since the estimates to

date of the mechanical loss of boron are based on the difference between

the observed and predicted rod bank positions.

I) Methods of Analysis

The lifetime behavior -excess reactivity, rod bank

position, fuel and poison depletion, power distribution, etc. -was

calculated by two methods: (I) one-dimensional (axial) "window-shade"

technique, and (2) a simplified three-dimensional (cylindrical) synthesis.

~7

5 .

3 .
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Window-Shade Calculations -In the "window-shade" method the CANDLE

depletion code (in the slab form) was used, ~hich automatically moves the

boundary between the rodded and unrodded region until criticality is

achieved at each time step. The code also recalculates the core compos-

ition at each time interval. The initial homogenized core composition for

all materials but control rods was obtained from the beginning of life

R, Z calculation. The control rods were represented by a uniform poison

above the bank position and a constant radial leakage was used through-

out the core. The control rod poison and radial leakage were selected

to give criticality at the observed beginning of life bank position and

the same axial split in power between the rodded and unrodded regions of

the core as in the beginning of life R, Z calculations. From these

calculations, it is estimated that at 932 ~VD (core life at the time of

the incident), the average U-235 depletion vias 8.3% and that the average
10

B burnup was 36.7%.

Synthesis Depletion Calculations -To take into account the non-uniform

radial depletion, a first order synthesis of radial and axial calculations

was performed for various times of core depletion. The rod bank positions

from the synthesis calculations are in good agreement with the "window-

shade" positions up to about 900 Mw days. Thereafter, as expected, the rod

bank was predicted to come out faster.

2) Uncertainties in Self-Shielding Factors for Boron

There are, of course, the usual uncertainties in reactor

physics calculations which are common to most water-moderated reactors.

These include the uncertainties in cross section, in the general approxi-

mation by a few neutron energy groups, and in the three-dimensional

analysis techniques. The cross sections and analysis methods which were

used for the SL-l evaluation study are in fairly general use and their

validity has been demonstrated from time to time by comparison with many

critical experiments.

There are, however, uncertainties in the analysis which are peculiar

to reactors with localized self-shielded burnable poisons such as are

present in the SL-l. These uncertainties increase with the complexities

introduced by the two-dimensional arrangement of aluminum-boron strips,

strips of different lengths, and the variety of environments for the

aluminum-boron strips (adjacent to control rods, to water channels, or

to control rod followers).
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One-Dimensional Approximation -For the SL-l evaluation the calcula-

tion of self-shielding factors \vas made using one-dimensional slab geome-

try to make the calculation relatively simple and straightforward. The

self-shielding factor for any material was there defined for calculation

convenience as the ratio of the flux in the material to the average flux

in the fuel cell. Since reactivity is more sensitive to the ratio of

neutron absorption in boron than to that in fuel, we will here concern

ourselves with a definition of self-shielding factor, which is the ratio

of the flux in the boron to that in the fuel. Essentially, a very de-

tailed picture of the core vias constructed, and flux distributions were

found. In the case of black burnable poisons, and for very small regions,

diffusion theory is inadequate, and transport theory, or higher order

approximations than diffusion theory calculations were used. Even with

simple geometry, if there are more than two or three regions associated

vlith the boron, moderator, fuel and structure, hand calculations becoDe

too involved, and digitial computer codes were used.

Two-Dimensional Effects -The actual geometrical configuration of

the aluminum-boron strips in the SL-I is more complex than the above

dimensional model. These strips are perpendicular to some fuel plates,

and parallel to others (see Fig. 21). At the time of the SL-l evaluation

report, sufficient time and methods to perform two-dimensional calculations

were lacking; therefore, reasonably precise one-dimensional, self-shield-

ing factors were calculated using double PI transport theory. .~ rough

check was made of the validity of this one-dimensional representation by

comparing a two-dimensional with a one-dimensional diffusion theory

calculation with homogenized fuel and water and explicit aluminum-boron

strips. Although this check showed only one half percent difference in

reactivity, a further check is now planned using a two-dimensional P3

transport calculation in completely explicit geometry.

Combinations of Different Self-Shieldin? Factors -Aluminum-boron

strips are placed throughout the core in varying amounts. Some are next

to control rods, rod channels, or rod followers, while others are more or

less surrounded by fuel. There are more strips of boron in the lower

central region of the core than elsewhere. In addition, during operation,

the hydrogen density is spatially dependent. There are, therefore, many

different representative regions of the core, and many different self-
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shielding factors. Having obtained the appropriate self-shielding

factor for each strip of aluminum-boron in the core, one is faced with

the problem of combining these numbers into a smaller number, or group,

which could be used in lifetime calculations.

For the lifetime calculations in the SL-l evaluation study, the boron

was homogenized over two characteristic regions, each with an appropri-

ate quantity of boron and self-shielding factor. These were the beginning

of life rodded and unrodded sections of the core.

The problem of coalescing different self-shielding factors quickly

becomes very complicated. Consider a simple example of two pieces of

boron which are identical except for self-shielding factor. Suppose for

simplicity one assumes, as was done in the SL-l evaluation, that the

self-shielding factors remain constant through life and he then uses the

average value for the two strips. It is easy to show that, even with the

assumption that the individual factors remain constant, the average value

through life would not be constant but should approach that of the strip

with the lower self-shielding factor because it burns up more slowly.

Time-Dependent Self-Shieldin~ Factors -It is, of course, also true

that, as the fuel and boron are depleted in the core, the neutron flux

distribution changes and, with it, the disadvantage factors for the

aluminum-boron plates. In the Evaluation Study, the factors were taken

to be constant through life, for simplicity; however, the effect of this

simplification was then checked by recalculating the multiplication

factor at end of life with appropriate disadvantage factors and the

reactivity gain was only one half percent ~ K/K. There would probably

be an additional one half percent gain if the boron had been allowed to

burn out faster during life with increasingly higher disadvantage factors.

It is not possible to predict without considerable additional detailed

analysis what overall effect on reactivity in the SL-l arises from the

treatment of boron by coalescing the time independent disadvantage factors.

3) Effect of Changing the Self-Shielding Factor

In view of the above uncertainties in the boron dis-

advantage factor, it is interesting to examine the sensitivity of the

reactivity-lifetime relationship to small changes in disadvantage factor.
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Hand Calculations -Two sets of hand calculations were carried out on

the basis of a uniform core with the same average composition as the

bottom half of the SL-l core. Since Xenon builds in very rapidly, the

beginning of life xenon number density was assumed to be equal to the

equilibrium xenon number density. For simplicity, percentage changes in

thermal utilization rather than reactivity changes were calculated, since

to a very good approximation the two are proportional. The effects of

samarium were not included.

In one set of calculations, the disadvantage factor was assumed to

be time independent; in the second, the factor was assumed to be time

dependent, such that its initial value and. shape are determined by the

value at beginning of life and the asymptotic value is unity.

The results of the hand calculations are presented in Figures 22 and

23. For comparison purposes, changes in the unrodded effective multipli-

cation factor obtained from the lifetime no-control eigenvalue curve

given in the SL-l evaluation report are included. It is apparent that

relatively small changes in disadvantage factor can produce significant

changes in the m~gnitude and shape of the reactivity curve.

Window Shade Calculations -The lifetime window shade calculations

were rerun using smaller time steps with the original boron disadvantage

factors and also values IQ% larger and lQ% smaller. For further compari-

~on, a calculation was also made with a disadvantage factor of unity

corresponding to a homogeneous distribution of boron in fuel. The use of

shorter time steps, as discussed later, allows a more detailed repre-

sentation of the samarium buildup. The critical rod bank positions during

life are shown in Figure 24. Again, one may see that a lQ% change in

boron self-shielding factor (which, considering the complexities involved,

might not be too large a change to expect) produces significant changes

in the shape of the reactivity curve.

It is interesting to speculate that if the boron self-shielding factor

in the Evaluation Study had been lQ% higher -and at this time there is

no basis for assuming this -the rod bank would have been predicted to

go in about It inches further by 100 MWD, which is the approximate time

when the loss of aluminum-boron strips was discovered. On this specu-

lation, the difference between the observed and predicted rod bank at

that time would have been only one inch instead of 2t inches. The main
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conclusion is that it is not possible to reliably estimate from the

difference between the observed and calculated rod bank positions the

amount of boron that may have been lost from the core by corrosion, or

by mechanical means. Further study is needed to tie the matter down

more quantitatively.

c. Reactivity Worth of Control Rods

I' ANL Rod Calibrations

Chronologically, there were three periods during which

rod calibrations were conducted. First there were calibrations made by

Argonne liational Laboratory personnel early in core life. The second

and third were conducted by CE perso~~el, one shortly after CE began

operation of SL-l and one following the discovery of the mechanical

loss of aluminum-boron plates. The ANL rod calibrations shown in Figure

25 were performed in the cold reactor prior to any power generation. The

reactor was brought to critical at various rod bank positions by dis-

solving suitable amounts of boric acid in the water. Rod No.9 was with-

drawn a small amount, period measurem£nts made and an incremental rod

vTorth inferred. Using a similar procedure the incremental worth of the

four remaining rods in a bank was obtained. The curves shown in Figure

25 represent the integrated rod worth as a function of position. The

curve for the five rod bank was obtained by addition of the rod No.9

and the four rod bank data. This curve is the bank calibration curve

which is included in the SL-l Operations Manual. An effective delayed

neutron fraction of .007 was used in converting reactivity in dollars

to ~ K/K uni ts .

2) EB.rly CE Rod Calibrations

A comparison of the relative worths of the otherwise

identical four side rods was made at 1.4 Mw(th), on July I, 1959,

following 160 MWD of core operation. In carrying out the measurements,

the bank was maintained at a constant withdrawal of 21 inches and the

movement of each rod was balanced by movement of rod No.9. The results

shown in Figure 26 indicate that rod No.5, nearest the antimony-beryllium

source, is worth 0.2 to 0.3% more in reactivity than rod lfo. I, which is

farthest from the source. Rods Nos. 3 and 7, which are equidistant from

the source, appear to be worth 0.1- 0.2% less than rod No.5. The
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difference in rod worths was attributed to the relative proximity to

the beryllium in the source. Reactor water temperature was measured

by means of thermocouples located at the inlet to the purification

system, as was normally done when instrumented fuel assemblies were

not in the core.

A calibration of rod No.7 at 120oF was performed on August 31, 1959,

after 200 J~VD of operation. Period measurements were taken for incre-

mental motion of rol No. 7. Rod lfo. 3 was moved to me.intain the reactor

critical for various positions of lfo. 7 while the remaining rods were

maintained 11.6 inches withdrawn. The integrated worth of rod 7 from

these measurements was $2.60 or 1.6% in reactivity (using a!--eff of .007).

3) Latest CE rod Calibrations

The most recent set of rod calibrations is reported in

CEND 1005 (Evaluation of the Loss of Boron in the SL-l Core I), The

calibration of rod No.5 was conducted on September 13, 1960, after about

715 ~VD operation. The measurements of differential worth were hampered

by the high source power level (0.1 to 1 watts) and difficulty in con-

trolling the temperature of the water which was being heated by decay

heat. Thus, period measurements v{ere made only in the 10 to loo watt

range. ~'he cooling system was turned on and off occasionally to keep the
.o owater temperature in the range of 99 -114 F. V later temperatures were

measured by thermocouples in an instrumented fuel assembly. As the rod

No.5 was withdrawn from fully-in to 24 inches out, the other rods were

inserted as a bank from 11.25 inches. The differential worth values ex-

hibited considerable scatter; however, when smoothed and integrated a

worth of 1.5% is obtained for the No.5 rod. The integrated worth curve

is shown in Figure 27.

The other calibration of No.5 rod quoted in CEND 1005 was carried

out on August 25 with control rod No.7 fully inserted. The water

temperature of 155°F was read at the inlet to the purification system.

The differential worth curve for l~o. 5 obtained in this calibration showed

an ~~usually high peak and a consequently high worth of ~ 2.5%. The high

worth obtained here for rod No.5 is probably due primarily to the complete

insertion of No.7. This calibration was repeated on September 13, 1960,

as described above, with the remaining control rods moving as a bank.
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The calibration of rod No. 9 (August 25, 1960) reported in CEND 1005

was carried out only for the withdrawal range of 0 to 12 inches of No.9

with the other rods in the following positions: No. 1 at 9.2 inches,

No.3 at 16.8 inches, No.7 at 9.2 inches, and No.5 rod inserted from 22

inches to 3.2 inches to compensate for the withdrawal of No. 9. In this

range, the differential worth of No.9 was obtained from the worth of

No. 5 obtained on September 13, 1960. Beyond II inches of No.9 with-

drawal, the shape of the No.5 differential worth curve was used. Inte-

gration of this fabricated curve gave a total worth of about 5.3% for

No.9. The extreme uncertainty of this extrapolation procedure for the

total worth should be recognized.

For the determination of shutdown and worth of the cadmium Tee rods,

a worth curve for the entire bank was needed. This curve was synthesized

by adding four times the worth of No. 5 rod from the September 13, 1960

calibration to the worth of No.9 rod. There are many configurations

of the rods in which this can be checked, several of these (see Figure

34) are observed to give good agreement between the shutdown, as measured

by No.9 withdrawal, and the shutdown as indicated by the bank position.

General agreement has not been established nor is it clear that this

method of inferring the rod bank worth is valid. The inferred worth for

the entire bank is shown in Figure 17.

The calculation of the rod bank worth in the cold SL-l reactor at

beginning of life was carried out by means of two one-dimensional axial

criticality calculations with rods fully in and fully withdrawn, respective-

ly. From calculations in the transverse direction in which the control

rods were represented explicitly, the rods were homogenized and treated

as an effective homogeneous poison'uniformly distributed in the core.

The resulting rod bank worth was 11.8% in reactivity, at the beginning of

life, which may be compared with the Argonne measured value of 14.5% and

the value of 11.4% inferred by CE from limited rod calibration data. In

addition to the cold rod worth, an incremental rod worth for the hot

operating reactor was calculated with the rods located at the critical

position. This was obtained in the course of the core depletion calcul-

ation described above. The calculation indicated that the rod bank was

worth about 0.55%~K/K per inch of motion near the critical position at~
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the beginning of life. The rod bank in this case was withdrawn about

20 to 22 inches. Although this value for the incremental bank worth is

applicable only to the conditions for which it was computed, it has been

used as an approximate indication of the rod bank worth in the hot core

in those cases where the rod bank is not too far from the critical

positions for which the value was computed.

d. Core Fuel Loading History

All but three of the fuel elements which were in the reactor

at the start of CE operation (see Fig. 21) have been in the positions

shown for the entire 932 MWD. Figure 21 shows the arrangement of fuel

assemblies as of February 5, 1959, but does not show the position indices

(which are necessary to describe the changes made in the arrangement).

These indices are two-digit numbers, the first digit giving the row, the

second the column of the position in the 8 x 8 array, starting at the

upper left hand corner of the drawing. The four corner positions 11,81,

18, and 88 are counted in this numbering system, but contain no fuel or

dummyelements.

Subsequent to CE taking over the operation of the reactor, some

rearrangements of the fuel were made for inspection and for the install-

ation of instrumented fuel elements. During one of the periods, the

reactor was operated briefly with an extra fuel element in place, making

a 41-element core assembly for a period of 14 days (16 MWD).

The following information from the fuel log was obtained to provide

a record of the fuel element changes made up to the time of the incident:

September 23. 1959 (213 MWD)

Fuel element No.6 was moved from position 45 to position 87,

which was previously unoccupied.

Instrumented fuel element No.63 was placed in position 45.

October 7. 1959(229 MWD)

Instrumented fuel element No.63 was removed from position 45 and

placed in a fuel storage well.

Fuel element No.6 was moved from position 87 back to position 45.

Fuel element No.38 was moved from position 55 to the storage well

for later inspection.

Fuel element No.42 was moved from position 66 to position 55.
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Fuel element No.62 was placed in position 66. This was a new

element with full boron strip No.73 containing 0.41 gm B-lO

and a half boron strip No. 75A containing 0.19 gm B-IO

AUfl;ust 21. 1960 (680 1IWD)

Fuel element No.42 was removed from position 55 and placed in

the fuel storage well.

Instrumented fuel element No. 1 Vias placed in position 55. This

element had only a half strip of boron.

Fuel elements Nos. 19 and 59 were removed from position e5 and 75

respectively, examined, and returned to their positions.

Thus, in Figure 21, elements 38 and 42 have been replaced by elements

1 and 62 respectively. These latter two elements have been ir" the reactor

for 253 and 703 MVm of operation respectively.

e. Rod Bank Position Measurements Throughout Core Life

The reactivity history of the reactor can be inferred from the

control rod positions measured under various conditions during life.

These data fall into two general categories. The first category is made

up of physics test data which include those measurements made under care-

fully controllec. conditions. For these measurements, care was taken to

insure criticality, rather than some long period, to insure that the ~.ods

are banked and to insure that the reactor is at the desired pOVler level

and in the desired xenon condition. These measurements were made period-

ically during the SL-l operation. The second category includes those data

taken on a routine basis (once each shift) by the operating crew, and

recorded in the operations log. In this case the rods were often not in

a bank, the xenon history was either very complex or not knovm, and plant

condi tions v;ere often changing.

I) Physics Test Date

The major results of the physics tests are shown in Figures

28, 29 and 30. Figure 28 ShOVIS the variation in rod banlc position with

temperature, taken after 200 MWD of operation during a reactor cooldown

from operating temperature. For temperatures above 200oF, temperature

values were inferred from the pressure indication on the reactor. At

that point during cooldown at which atmospheric pressure was reached, a

port in the vessel head was opened and a thermocouple inserted which

provided further temperature indication. Reference to Figure 28 shovis
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tr.at the rod bank position appears to be linear with temperature; however,

a small discontinuity appears at the point of change between the two

methods of temperature measurement. Using. the .55%/inch reactivity worth

described above for the control rods the temperature coefficients shown

in the figures can be inferred.

Figure 29 sho\\,s the result of several measurements early in core life

of the va.riation in rod bank posi tion \vi th steam flow rate. A steam flow

of 8000 lbs/hr is equivalent to a 2.56 Mw power level. The va.por defect

inferred from the ro~ bank motion is 1.3% in reactivity which vlith the

calculated 7.1% vapor fraction at 2.56 Mvr yields an average vapor co-

efficient of .18% ~K/K per percent vapor. A local vapor coefficient

which seems to apply in the 2000 to 8000 lb/hr range is .22% ~K/K per

per cent vapor.

The physics test points taken periodically during core life are shown

for various operating conditions in Figure 30. In some ca.ses, especially

the cold and hot zero povler cases, it was necessary to correct the rod

bank position so that the plotted ~ata corresponded to the same tempera-

ture. This was done using Figure 28. Corrections for power level were

also made, using Figure 29. The uncorrected data from which most of the

points plotted were taken are given in Tables III and IV together with

the sources of the information. The points were connected by means of

straight lines merely for ease in reading. No trend between observed

points is implied. The jump at 853 MWD corresponds to the insertion of

the cadmium strips in the two Tee slots and the rod ba~k measurement at

180oF shortly thereafter. A horizontal line was drawn from the last

data point to the jump, and the magnitude of the jump was based on the

first subsequent data point.

2) operations Log Rod Bank Data

As stated above there exist, in addition to the physics

test points, a large number of control rodpositions, recorded in the

operations log on a routine basis. Starting on September 9, 1959, after

206 MWD operation, the indicated position of each rod vIas recorded at

the beginning of each shift, along with the main steam flow, reactor

water temperature and pressure and other pertinent variables. Prior to

that date, these data were recorded several times daily but not on
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TABLE III

SL-l CRITICAL ROD BANK POSITIONS TAKEN DURING PHYSICS TESTS
INCHES WITHDRAWlr

~ ~ ~MWD Operation

Cold Critical

5 Rod Bank 12.3/12.8
(94°F/700F)

4 side rods**

Center Rod***

Hot, Low Power

Hot, High Power,
No Xe

Equilibrium Xe

19.1
(94°F)

17.3

20.2
(2.56 Mw)

21.1
(2.56 Mw)

12.8
(83°F)

16.8
(83°F)

19.2
(83°F)

17.4

19.8
(2.56 Mw)

21.2
(2.56 Mw)

13.7 14.9 10.5

(120OF) (188OF) (95°F)

18.2

(120OF)

20.9 14.3

(120OF) (95°F)

18.0 18.4 14.2

19.9 20.7 16.6

(2.2 Mw) (2.7 Mw) (2.4 Mw)

21.7 22 .8J23 .2 17.8*

( 2 .2 Mw) ( 2 .713 .0 Mw) ( 2 .5 Mw)

23.3

(3 Mw)

20.2

Maximum Xe

Low Power, Maximum Xe

* For 135 MWD.

** Center rod completely inserted.

*** Four side rods completely inserted.

TABLE IV

SL-l CRITICAL ROD BANK POSITIONS

PHYSICS TEST DATA

Indicated Rod
Bank Position

14.3*

16.6

17.8

17.6

~

Sept. 16

Sept. 16

Sept.25

Nov.6

Nov. 15

Nov. 16

Dev.5

Dec.23

MWD

711

711

736

848

Conditions

853

888

932

13.2

19.3**

19.4

o
Hot 401 F, zero power

2.5 Mw, no xenon

2.5 Mw, equilibrium xenon

2.56 Mw, equilibrium xenon

CADMIUM STRIPS INSERTED
o

180 F, zero power, no xenon

2.56 Mw, equilibrium xenon

2.56 Mw, equilibrium xenon

* Rod #9 was at 14.4"

Rod #9 was at 19.2"**
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as regular a basis.* In collecting these data from the logs it was ex-

tremely difficult to ascertain the reactor power history which accompanied

each point in order to estimate the xenon condition of the reactor. This

was due to frequent changes in power level, and shutdowns and startups

between data points, as required by the training and test program. In

addition, the reactor power level associated with each point is a function

of reactor pressure, feedwater temperature and main steam flow, the last of

these being the most significant. Since for comparison these data points

must be put on the same basis a correction for power level and xenon history

is necessary. It was felt that the labor involved in an exact correction

of each or even some of the points for power and xenon would be prohibitive.

Therefore, the following procedure was established for measurements during

power operation of the reactor:

(1) All the data taken over the period £rom February 5, 1959 to December

23, 1960 were tabulated.

(2) All points corresponding to main steam flow rates less than 4000

lbs/hr (Nl.3 Mw) were discarded.

(3) Those remaining points for which two full days (48 hours) prior

operation between 4000 and 8000 lb/hr is recorded were retained.

All othe~s were discarded.

(4) only those points were retained for which the rods in the bank ,

were within three inches of each other.

Using the calibration curves in Figure 27 and assuming the

calibration curves apply to each rod independently over the

small correction range, the individual rod positions were so

corrected as to give a common bank position.

(5) The resulting rod bank positions were corrected for vapor frac-

tion to a common steam flow of 8000 lbs/hr by means of Figure 29.

With this procedure there is reasonable assurance that the resulting data

with some small (compared to the original data) margin of uncertainty can

be considered the critical rod bank positions corresponding to 8000 lbs/hr

steam flow and equilibrium xenon. The major shortcoming of this procedure

is the fact that the correction to 8000 lbs/hr steam flow was based on

* More detailed and complete data also exist in the hourly log sheets,

however, these would require an extensive amount of time to analyze.
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measurements made with no xenon, and that the two days prior operation

was not necessarily operation at the same power level. Considering that

the rod bank motion during buildup of equilibrium xenon at 8000 Ibs/hr

is under two inches, and considering that the large majority of the

points were above 6000 Ibs/hr, this procedure could result in a scatter

of one half to one inch in the bank positions with most points within one

half inch of the general trend. other possible sources of scatter in the

points are the effect of deviations in reactor pressure and feedwater

temperature on the power level (which was inferred from the steam flow),

the uncertainty in reading of the instruments and possible changes in reac-

tor conditions prior to taking the data.

The results of this collection of rod bank positions are shown in

Figures 31 and 32 as a function of calerLdar time, and in Figure 33 as a

function of megawatt days of operation. Gaps in the data are due to shut-

down or of less than two days continuous operation at power. The data as

a function of megawatt days operation is more useful for careful examina-

tion and is, therefore, plotted in Figure 33 on a larger scale. Figure 33

also shows the physics test data at equilibrium xenon for 2.56 l~w. The

first conclusion to be drawn from Figure 33 is that the trend implied by

the few physics test points is fairly well borne out by the larger accumu-

lation of data. The steady inward motion of the rod bank from about 300

to 700 MWD and the apparent leveling off near 700 MVm is indi~ated by both

sets of measurements. Even the slight outward motion of the rods near

beginning of life appears in both sets.

Although the differences are small, the observed variation of rod

bank position in time differs in two ways from the prediction. First,

during the period prior to about 300 MWD the rod bank appears to be com-

ing out. The second noticeable difference is that, subsequent to 300 MVrn,

the rod bank is observed to go into the core considerably faster than

predicted in a rather systematic fashion up to about 700 MWD.

There are two possible reasons for the rod bank coming out early in

life. First, the buildup of equilibrium samarium would result in a max-

imum rise in rod bank of 0.7 inch over the original window shade predic-

tion with a peak in the neighborhood 'of loo MWD, as shown in Figure 30.

The buildup of equilibrium samarium vTas recently calculated using small~
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( rV200 hr) time steps in the original window shade calculation. The

result is sho"wn along with the original window shade calculation in

Figure 30. This accounts for a rise in rod bank, but not over a 300 MWJ)

period. The picture might be modified some if the change in self-shield-

ing factors of boron Ylith depletion is accounted for. This can only be

determined by more detailed calculations for the core depletion.

A second reason arises from the method of zeroing the rods; i.e.,

the method of positioning the rod relative to the core during mechanism

assemblyat the proper point while the indicator is at zero. Prior to

May 14, 1959 (88 I~~) there was no well defined method for measurement

of the control rod position at indicated zero. on that date measure-

ments on a disassembled mechanism with reference to construction draw-

ings revealed that at indicated zero the bottom of the cadmium should be

3-1/8 inches below the bottom of the core. Following this measurement a

tool was fabricated consisting of a pipe with a gage mark which enables

pre-setting the rod position while the mechanism is connected to the

indicator. It is, therefore, reasonable to expect considerably more

uncertainty in the measurements prior to 100 ~jVD (the first zeroing

following the position measurement). Reference to Figure 33 shows that

a small shift in rod bank position could have occurred, but this is not

clear in view of the scatter of the points. The details of the rod zero-

ing procedure, and an estimate of the uncertainty involved are discussed

in Section II 03.

The inward motion of the rods subsequent to 300 MWD burnup was at first

not considered surprising in view of the simplicity of the lifetime calcul-

ation. By the time core burnup reached 700 ~..m, and the dispari ty was

close to three inches, some concern was felt about the gro\iing discrepancy.

When the mechanical loss of aluminum-boron plates vvas observed during

inspection of the fuel elements, it was at least consistent with the un-

explained gain in reactivity of th~ core.

An investigation was made for evidence of any sudden increases in

reactivity which might be indicative of the sudden mechanical loss of

boron poison. It is difficult to identify in Figure 33 any clearcut

evidence of sudden inward jumps in the rod bank. What may appear as jumps

at 344,470, and 590 MVm, for example, may be no more than scatter of
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the data. Since it is clear that the rod bank is steadily coming in, in

the 300 to 100 MWD interval, it is difficult to distinguish between the

steady inward trend and a so-called jump. The notation of the times of

rod assembly and zeroing and the times of fuel assembly motion show

that no correlation between any apparent discontinuities and fuel assembly

disturbance can be made. However, some of the possible jumps can be

correlated with the rod zeroing time, for example, at 410 and 590 ~IVD.

In the light of this discussion it is concluded that there are no clear-

cut i~dications of a sudden increase in core reactivity.

As has been mentioned earlier, it is not justifiable to attribute the

enti~e deviation of the observed rod bank position, from that predicted,

to mechanical loss of boron for two reasons. First, there is no indica-

tion of just how much boron has physically been lost from the core, or

of the spatial distribution of the loss. Second, there remains the un-

certainty in the predicted lifetime rod bank position curve which arises

mainly from the treatment of the self-shielding of the boron strips in

the complex SL-l configuration, as discussed earlier.

f. Indicated Shutdown During Life

As a result of the discovery of the loss of aluminum-boron

strips, immediate concern was felt for the shutdown margin of the reactor.

Calculations indicated that if all the boron were lost at 100 I{WD burnup

the cold reactor would be supercritical by 3.2% .6K/K with all five

control rods in. It was decided to insert cadmium strips in the two un-

used Tee slots in the core to provide additional reactivity shutdown.

This was done on November 15, 1960, and resulted in the control rod bank

moving out as observed in Figure 30 at 850 MWD. The worth of the cadmium

is estimated to be 0.8% ~ K/K based on the cold rod bank motion observed.

The cadmium inserted in the reactor comprised six full length strips,

each 4-13/16" wide and placed in two Tee slots. Calculations made for

the insertions of four full Tee control rods (14" in the full span and

.1" in the single arm) as fabricated for SL-l indicated a worth of 3.9%

.6 k or 3.3% in reactivi ty .Adjusting this calculation for the narrovler

cadmium strips and for the fact that only two out of four Tee slots were

used, the best analytical estimate that can be given, without recalcula-

tion for the cadmium actually placed in the reactor, is 1.1% in reactivity.~
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The best indication of the shutdown margin at the time of the incident

that can be obtained at the present time comes from the observed rod bank

positions shown in Figure 30, and the rod calibration curves in Figure 27.

As described above, there is some question concerning the applicability

of these calibration curves to situations far different from those for

which the measurements were taken and furthe:L' analysis would appear worth-

while to assess this. These curves constitute the only measurOOrod worth

data close to the time of the incident. From the observed rod bank posi-

tion and from the calibrations curves, the amount of reactivity held down

by the rod bank can be determined. From this, the shutdown margin is

inferred. This was done for the cold rod bank positions shown in Figure

30 and for the rod No.9 critical positions. The results are shown in

Figure 34. It will be noted that at those times where data are available

both for the bank and for rod No.9, the two imply almost the same shut-

down margin, thus increasing the confidence in the use of these calibra-

tions.

Figure 35 shows estimates of shutdown margin based on the Argonne roj

calibrations described above (Fig. 25). These calibration curves imply

still more shutdown than the ones taken recently by CE. Also, with these

calibrations a worth of 1.1% ~K/K for the cadmium strips is infer11ed, as

compared to the 0.8% implied by the CE calibration.

On the basis of these estimates of the shutdown margin at the time of

the incident, and the calibration curves for rod No.9 given in Figures

25 and 27, the position of rod No.9 required for any given core reactivity

can be estimated. At 83°F the indicated rod 9 positions \vith all other

rods inserted are 17.3, 19.5 and 24.3 inches for critical, prompt critical,

and 1.8% ~K/K supercritical respectively. These values are based on the

CE calibrations (Fig. 27). Values of 18.1, 19.6 and 22.8 inches for

critical, prompt critical and 1.8% ~K/K supercritical are obtained by

use of the ANL rod calibrations (Fig. 25).

3. Operational History of Control Rod Drive Mechanisms

a. Design Description

Vertical linear motion is imparted to the SL-l control rods

by a rack and pinion drive mechanism. The rack and pinion gears, the

pinion support bearings and the back-up roller operate in saturated steam
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and water in a housing mounted above the reactor vessel (Figs. 36 and

37). A set of concentric springs located in the upper portion of the

mechanism housing aids in absorbing the shock imposed upon the mech-

anism components during scram.

A rotary shaft pressure seal is used where the pinion drive shaft

penetrates the mechanism housing. The pressure seal is of the positive

clearance, break-down type, which has controlled leakage (Figs. 36 and

37). V{ater provides cooling for the seals, prevents outward steam leak-

age and provides a flow of water into the mechanism which bleeds down

into the reactor vessel. Leakage from the seal is collected by a lantern

ring and returned to the condensate tank. The seals each require approx-

imately .01 gpm of water bled continuously from each control rod drive

housing.

The control rod drive motor and position indicator assembly (Figs. 36,

37, and 38) are located outside the concrete biological shield above the

reactor vessel. A universal coupling and extension shaft connect this

assembly with the pinion drive shaft. The electric drive motor is engaged

with the pinion shaft by means of a magnetic clutch (Fig. 37). Failure

of the clutch current automatically results in rapid insertion of the rods

into the core by the force of gravity. The mechanism is so designed that

a scram signal will not only release the magnetic clutch, but also pro-

vides a back-up by energizing the drive motor to give a downward drive to

the control rod. This is by positive action through a mechanical over-

riding clutch which free-wheels on a rod withdrawal but engages when the

rod is driven in. In the event of power failure, the control rod motor

current is supplied by an emergency power system.

Since the internal spring is unable to absorb all of the control rod

free fall energy, two negator springs were attached to each pinion shaft.

A gear on the negator spring drum drives the gear train that is coupled

directly to the position indicator synchro-transmitter and micro-switches.

This synchro arrangement assures the operator of positive rod position

indication at all times during operation. The micro-switches (Fig. 36)

are used to operate the upper and lower limit switches, control panel

indicating lights, and electric motor interlocks.

The control rod drive mechanism, and pressure breakdown seals, were

designed and developed by ANL and Alco Products, Inc. who also tested a
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lead mechanism to successfully demonstrate design performance. Over 8000

cycles and 250 scrams were made after which time visual inspection indi-

cated satisfactory perfqrmance.

b. l~ormal Control Rod Positions with the Reactor Shut down

The nominal vertical location of the cadmium absorber section

in the control rod blades relative to the nominal location of the fuel for

three normal control rod positions with the reactor shut down (illustrated

in Fig. 39) are as follows:

(I) yVhen the scram stop washer and nut are removed from the control rod

rack, the control rod hub rests on top of the control rod channel

shroud. The cadmium section of the control rod extends 6-15/16

inches below and 1-3/16 inches above the fuel region.

(2) It is necessary to raise the rack 5-45/64 inches (rvl inch for

attaching a C-clamp) in order to install the scram stop washer and

nut. The cadmium section of the control rod extends 1-15/64 inches

below and 6-57/64 inches above the fuel with the rod raised 5-45/64

inches.

(3) When the control rod is in its zero position, the scram stop washer

is resting on the spring seat and the springs are deflected 5/8 of

an inch due to the weight of the control rod assembly, and the

cadmium section of the control rod extends 3-1/4 inches below and

4-7/8 inches above the fuel.

The zero position of the rods is checked when the mechanisms are re-

assembled. on at least one occasion, it was found that the actual position

of the rods was at variance with that shown by the rod position indicators

on the control console by as much as 5/8 of an inch. It is possible to have

as much as ~ 1/8 of an inch error from a true position in zeroing the rods

due to backlash in gears and couplings and an inherent error in the zeroing

procedure. (Appendix E) It would also be possible for a zero position to

be off an additional 9/32 of an inch as the result of an operator error in

locating the top of the rack with the measuring tube.

The rubber coupling which joins the shafts of the selsyn motor and limit

switch cams could introduce an appreciable error in rod position during reac-

tor operation. Coupling rotation relative to each shaft is prevented by t\VO

(No.8) cup point Allen set screws bottomed on flats of the shafts. Inspec-

tion of two SL-l selsyn-limit switch units at Windsor shows the cup points

of the set screws bearing on the cylindrical surface instead of on the flats.

Coupling movement relative to the shaft of .001 inch is equivalent to .053

inch of rod movement. The set screws could move if they were not adequately

bottomed on the shafts.
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c. Disassembly and Assembly Procedures

The "Nuclear Power Plant Operators Course -Mechanical

Specialty Training -Control Rod Drive -SL-l -Chapter II" issued by the

Training Branch -Nuclear Power Field Office, describes the assembly and

disassembly of the control rod drive mechanisms and is the document used

for the training of the Cadre personnel. The training manual was written

in lieu of a manufacturer's manual which was not available. An excerpt

is given below with only figure numbers changed to match this report.

"Re-m~l of Control MLDrive,

Conditions to be satisfied before the unit can be removed1.

Reactor scrammed and brought to atmospheric pressurea.

b. Reactor water level raised to bottom of plug nozzle

in reactor head.

"Removal of Motor and Clutch Assembl Reference Fi )

1. Disconnect electrical connection (#1

electrically.

to isolate unit

Loosen 2 set screws (#2) and slide coupling off spline.2.

3. Remove 4 hold down bolts and remove motor and clutch

assembly.

4. Manually slide control rod drive shaft from concrete

shield block.

This procedure is identical for all rods.NOTE:

"Remove Biological Shieldinp;s

1. Remove top shield plug utilizing a spreader bar and the overhead
crane. This plug is constructed of laminated steel and masonite.

Remove the four key blocks using the overhead crane2.

3. Move the five concrete blocks away from the reactor vessel
using chain sling and overhead bridge crane.

"Remove Rod Drive Mechanism Reference Fi

I. Secure feedwater valve to isolate rod drive seals from

feedwater pump pressure.

2. Disconnect inlet and outlet lines to rod drive seal assemblies.

(#1 and #2) respectively.
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Remove tie rod studs (#3) .3.

4. Remove seal assembly and place on a clean blotter paper.

5. Remove pinion shaft extension (#4) from thimble (#5).
Place on clean blotter paper.

6. Remove socket head nuts (#6) using Allen wrench and soft
hammer.

7. Lift off thimble (#5). Caution: this item is very heavy

and cumbersome and must be carefully balanced during removal.

8. Remove two retaining rings (#7

bearings (#8)

and remove pinion and

9. Secure special tool CRT #1 (Fig. 40) on top of rack (#9) and
raise rod not more than 4 inches. Secure "C" clamp to rack at
the top of spring housing (#10)

10. Remove special tool CRT #1 from rack and remove slotted nut
(#11) and washer (#12)

II. Secure special tool CRT #1 to top of rack and remove "C"
clamp, then lower control rod until the gripper knob located at
upper end of [control ro4J makes contact with the core shroud.

12. Remove 8 socket head cap screws (#13) and lift off buffer
spring housing and pinion support assembly (#14) and place on
clean blotter paper.

13. Secure two 3/8 inch eye bolts into spring housing [extension
tube] (#15). Lift off spring housing and place on clean blotter

paper.

14. Place special tool CRT #2 (Figs. 41 & 42) over rack and exten-
sion rod (#16) and secure special tool CRT #1 to rack. Connect
special tool CRT #2 to hook of overhead crane and take up the weight
of rack and extension rod. Rotate special tool in counter-clock-
wise direction; this action disconnects the split coupling (#17)
from the control rod gripper (#18) located at the lower end of the
extension rod. The special tools and extension rod are then
lifted out by the overhead crane as a single unit.

"Installation of Control Rod Drive

1. Assembly of the rod drive mechanism, replacement of concrete
shield blocks and installation of motor and clutch assembly are
the reverse of disassembly. Replace all flexitallic gaskets in-
suring that all mating surfaces are wiped clean with alcohol or
oth~.r cleaning agent. Particular care should be taken when
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securing the rod drive seal cooling lines and fittings. If not
properly fitted up considerable leakage will occur and result

in a loss of feedwater and pressure.

"Disassembly and Assembly of Components

(Reference Figure 38)Seal Disassembly.

a. Remove snap ring (#19)and coupling (#20) .Tape snap
ring and key (#21 to coupling to prevent loss of these

i tems .

b. Remove five socket head cap screws (#22) and bearing

retainer (#23) .

c. Remove bearing locknut (#24) and 5 socket head cap
screws (#25) and remove water gland seal (#26) .

Remove seal Shaft (#27).d.

Remove lantern ring (#28).e .

Remove 5 seal diaphragms (#29) and floating ring (#30).f.

Remove retaining ring (#31 and stellite bushing (#32).g.

The seal diaphragms and floating ring must be kept in
pairs and in the order of their removal from the seal
housing as they must be replaced in their original order.
All parts of this assembly will be cleaned using acetone
or alcohol and dried with soft lint free material.

NOTE:

The assembly of this unit is the reverse of disassembly.NOTE:

"Sprinp:. Housinp:. and Pinions Support Disassembly

1. Remove 4 socket head cap screws (#33) and remove backup

roller (#34) .

2. Remove 6 socket head cap screws (#35) and remove spring

housing (#10).

3. Remove spring seat (#36) and two compression springs (#37)

and (#38) .

Assembly of spring housing and pinions support assembly
is the reverse of disassembly.

NOTE:

"glutch Unit Disassembly (Reference Figure 37)

Remove motor from base1.

2. Disconnect and tag. clutch power wires.
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stated that he performed this operation approximately 300 times, and

another) 250 times with no sticking. Others have performed this opera-

tion fewer times but have never felt the rods stick.

f. Component Performance

I) Drive Assembly

The drive assemblies are located outside of the

shield blocks on the operating floor. The drive assemblies consist

basically of a geared-down electric motor coupled to a shaft contain-

ing a pair of clutches. One clutch is a magnetic clutch and the other

is an over-riding clutch. The shaft connects to the pinion shaft through

a flexible coupling and extension shaft. The shaft further connects to

a synchrq-position indicator and a series of limit switches through addi-

tional gearing.

Tests conducted on various clutches have indicated the following:

(I) A new clutch with properly burnished face is rated at 240

inch-Ibs. but tests have indicated it can carry up to 300

inch-Ibs.

(2) A clutch that has seen light service (approximately two months

of operation) indicated a carrying capacity of only 165 inch-

Ibs. (69% of rating).

(3) A clutch that has seen medium service indicated that it could

carry up to 135 inch-lbs. (56% of rating).

It is believed from the above tests that the torque delivering

capacity of the two used cluthces is representative of other SL-l clutches.

The ?perating logs list four instances in which manual assists were applied

to free a sticking rod. In reviewing these cases with the Cadre, they

have stated that only one hand was used to apply torque and free the

rods. The other hand was used to hold a phone so as to maintain contact

with an operator at the nuclear console regarding rod position. Recent

tests (March 6, 1961) were conducted to determine the amount of torq~e

that could be applied using a hand assist. The tests were run by three

different people and the following results were. obtained:
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r.[aximum Torque
Using Two Hands

J,raxim~ Torque
Using a Single Hand

147.5 inch-lb. 295 inch-lb.
125.5 inch-lb. 266 inch-lb.
140.5 inch-lb. 250 inch-lb.

It can be seen from the above results that the manual assists

reported in the Operating Log supplied additional torque to the pinion

gear. The amount, however, would either be below the torque value that

could be supplied by a new clutch or would not grossly exceed its capa-

city. Therefore, a hand assist would not do more than apply a torque

value that could be delivered by a new clutch.

The Operating Log states that on December 19, 1960, a pipe wrench

was used to withdraw control rods 1 and 5 which were sticking on with-

drawal to 28 inches. A review with Cadre personnel performing the task

indicated that the pipe wrench vras attached and under its own weight

caused the coupling to be rotated sufficiently to enable the clutch to

pick up the load after the sticking spot had been passed. Hand opera-

tions prior to and after this operation prove that a hand assist was

sufficient to aid the withdrawal.

In summary, the rod sticking phenomenon observed in the withdrawal

direction was probably due to the clutch, with its low torque carrying

capacity, being unable to overcome the system friction plus the addi-

tional forces such as misalignment and corrosion product build-up. It

is possible that the center mechanism had fewer problems than any other

mechanism simply because of better alignment in its rod mechanism system

due to its central location.

The limit switches are mounted on the top of the drive assembly.

The limit switches are provided for rod-in and rod-out indication and

rod low indication.* They are geared to the shaft which is between the

drive motor and the coupling.

In operation it has been found that the limit switch assembly is

quite flexible. Consequently, at an occasional scram, the rod-in limit

switch would by-pass its end point and reactuate the drive motor and

*Indicates rods below 3 inches. Following a reactor shut-down or scram all
pontrol rods must be below 3 inches before any control rod can be raised.
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attempt to drive the rod further against it~ bottom hard stop. yVhen

this occurred, there would be a failure of either the shear key or the

gear teeth at the drive motor. Also the cams do not always maintain their

adjustment during operation.

The over-running clutch is a unidirectional "Sprague" clutch which

is disengaged in the withdrawal direction and free wheels on scram but

engages on drive in. In operation this clutch has worked very satis-

factorily and tests performed show no problems with this item.

The Selsyn generator is mounted on top of the drive assembly and

is connected to the gearing for the limit switches. The Selsyn pro-

vides a signal for rod position indication. In operation these items

have worked satisfactorily.

2) Seals

.The control rod drive mechanism seal is a five-element,

controlled leakage, labyrinth pressure, break-down seal. It consists of

five floating rings and five stationary rings all made of stellite. The

faces of the seal rings are lapped to a very fine finish and to a very

flat surface.

The bore of the seal is accurately controlled to keep leakage at a

minimum. Cooling water is fed in between the pinion shaft bushing and

th~ seal. Leakage through the seal is accumulated in a lantern ring and

drained to the hot-well. When the system is shut down the seal rings rest

on the pinion shaft. iVhen the system is pressurized the pressure differ-

ence across each ring seats each floating ring against its mating station-

ary ring. As the pinion shaft rotates it attempts to center the floating

ring and must overcome the frictional force between the stationary and

floating rings. Water is allowed to leak between the shaft and floating

rings.and is drained from the seal assembly through the lantern ring.

This water contains corrosion products (crud) from the primary loop, some

of which then deposit out in the seal assembly. As the shaft rotates the

abrasive action of the crud and the frictional resistance of the float-

ing ring cause wear to occur on the pinion shaft. Since wear is associ-

ated with friction this means that there are retarding forces which

hinder complete freedom of operation of the pinion shaft.
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It has been shown by tests that when the seal water flow is

increased above about 120 GPH (for 5 mechanisms) a sufficiently high

frictional force could be obtained to prevent scramming of the rods

from occurring. The normal flow rate of seal cooling water is approxi-

mately 50 GPH. Vfuether this phenomenon is due completely to the seal

or to the manner in which the seal water enters the seal housing and

impinges upon the pinion shaft is unknown at this time, however, initial

tests on a seal having a greater clearance indicates that it might be

a seal water entry problem.

Tests have been conducted on a new carbon face seal. The prelimi-

nary data obtained indicate that this seal shows a great deal of promise

both in low leakage rate and in low resistance to scramming.

In summary, it is believed that the seals caused additional fric-

tional retarding forces to be supplied to the control rod system. It

is not believed that this could cause sticking at a finite location if

the system had been moving just prior to the sticking.

3) Bearings

The SL-I control rod drive mechanism has three different

types of bearings. These are ball bearings, sleeve bearings and graphitar

bushings.

There are two different type ball bearings. One is the grease packed,

double row beal"ing on the outboard side of the seal housing and the

others are water lubricated, single row ball bearings located on each side

of the pinion gear. The grease packed, double row bearing has performed

very well with only one instance where grease leaked out of the bearing.

The ball bearings on each side of the pinion gear were originally made

of stellite. Early in life (August 1949) it was found that the bearings

were performing in a rough and somewhat erratic manner. Inspection of

the bearings indicated that wear had caused this rough performance. Since

replacement bearings of the same type were not available, and delivery

time was long, standard alloy carbon steel bearings were installed.

These bearings had a high corrosion rate in themselves, in addition to

being continually exposed to abrasive corrosion products from the seal

cooling water which passes through the bearings on the way to the reactor.
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Replacement stellite bearings were ordered and are now on hand.

There are two sleeve bearings in the SL-l mechanism. One bearing

is adjacent to the seals. This bearing in addition to being a support

for the pinion shaft also metered the coolant water flowing to the reactor.

No problems have ever been reported with the pinion shaft sleeve bearing.

The second bearing is mounted into the lower part of the shield plug and

it is used to guide the control rod extension shaft connector between the

pinion gear and the control rod. This bearing also acts as a means for

restricting the flow of cooling water into the reactor vessel. No pro-

blems have been reported with the extension shaft guide bearings.

The graphitar bushings are pressed into the control rod mechanism

rack back-up roller. These bushings ride on a l7-4PH shaft. The only

problem encountered with this bushing was in the one instance when it

was found to be tight on the shaft and did not rotate freely and, there-

fore, restricted the rate of rod scram. The back-up roller was removed

and the bore of the bushing reamed out to bring it up to design dimen-

sions.

4) Pinion Gear, Rack and Rod Connector

Both the pinion gear and rack are made of l7-4PH stain-

less steel. These components have performed satisfactorily during their

entire operating period and no problems have been reported. The pinion

gear and rack on the #9 rod drive mechanism are in almost continual

motion during operation, since this is the regulating rod.

The control rod connector shaft attaches to the ball joint on the

end of the control rod and to the control rod connector extension shaft.

During assembly and disassembly it was found that some galling had

occurred between the actuating thread and nut and also between the ball

joint and collet. Some of the parts were reworked by polishing and

replating to prevent further galling. No further problems have been

reported with respect to these components.

5) Control Rod and Control Rod Shroud

The two most important factors influencing the operation

of a control rod within its shroud, besides adequate clearance, are

alignment of the blades relative to the shroud and the assurance that

there are no restrictions to movement of the blades within the shroud.
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The factors which influence control rod to shroud alignment are

dimensional tolerances (thickness, width, bowing and twisting) of the

control rod and shroud in addition to the center line misalignment of

the control rod drive extension (at the pressure vessel head level) and

the shroud. Although the drawings provided by ANL do not specify all

dimensional tolerances on the control rods and shroud, there is a nomi-

nal clearance between each side of a control rod blade and the adjacent

wall of the shroud of .140 inches (giving a total clearance of .280

inches). The ball joint connection of the control rod to control rod

extension and the flexibility of the control rod shaft extension assembly

could accept some misalignment and still operate satisfactorily.

Reviewing the control rod and shroud design for unrestricted move-

ment of a control rod blade, it is noted that there are eleven 2.0 inch

diameter holes in each shroud wall in the core region. Also, the con-

trol rod blades are fabricated by welding the cladding around the outer

edge of each blade. If a control rod rides against the side of the

channel it could be possible for a moving control rod to hesitate as

the blunt bottom ~dge of the blade rides over the lower edge of a hole.

This type of sticking would also be sporadic because the control rods

do not necessarily follow the same downward path at all times. The

probability of this happening would increase if a control shroud were

distorted inward. It is also conceivable that the shroud holes would

permit pieces of the aluminum-boron strip that broke away from fuel

assemblies to project through the holes into the control rod channel

and produce temporary rod obstructions.

Although no actual measurements of channel width had been made by

Combustion Engineering, it is possible that the channel width has de-

creased from its original dimension. A decrease in channel width could

be caused by the lateral distortion of the aluminum-boron stril)S which

are tack welded on opposite sides of each of the sixteen centrally

located fuel assemblies and one side of the remaining twenty-four fuel

assemblies. One of the strips on each of the centrally located fuel

assemblies is a half length strip located on the lower half. The dis-

torted aluminum-boron strips press against an adjacent fuel assembly

on one side and against an essentially perforated shroud wall on the~
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other side. However, such inward distortion of the shroud could not

be a prime cause for control rod sticking for it was possible in most

cases to successfully scram a control rod right after it was found to

be sticking on a scram. A review of the rod sticking summary (Appen-

dix A) shows sticking incidents are not reproducible and sticking gen-

erally occurred above 15 inches. If inward distortion were a prime

cause for sticking, it would be expected to occur more frequently in

the region below 13 inches, because only in this region are there

aluminum-boron strips on two sides of the centrally located fuel

assemblies. Also, No.9 control rod, the central rod, would have been

affected more than any other rod because it is completely surrounded

by fuel assemblies each containing two aluminum-boron strips, however,

its operational performance was best. It is also known that the lateral

distortion of aluminum-boron strips increased with time. In the six

months period prior to the last shut-down, No.9 rod was successfully

scrammed 130 times* with only one instance of sticking. This instance

occurred November 28, 1960, when it hesitated momentarily at its drop

height of 18.5" on scram.

In summary, it is believed that the control rod shrouds could have

been distorted inward and introduce some frictional resistance to the

over-all system, but that distortion alone was not a prime cause for

sticking rods.

g. Mechanical Evaluation and Redesign

Combustion Engineering's contract included the design of a

replacement core and rod drive mechanisms for the SL-l facility based on

the design for PL type plants. This PL type rod drive mechanism is

shown in Figures 43 and 44. The design is basically a modification of

the existing SL-l drive mechanism. The modifications were made to over-

come the problems experienced with the SL-l mechanisms, and those design

features that have proven successful were retained. Major design changes

are as follows:

Scram Shock Absorption -The use of a buffer spring has been

eliminated entirely to produce a more substantial and reliable design and

to reduce the height. Instead, scram shock absorption is now provided

by an elastic system consisting of a long connector bolt, the
--

*Data taken from Power History Log.
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extension shaft, and the pinion housing. Each of these components

has been designed to utilize their energy absorption capabilities.

A dynamic analysis has shown that the maximum scram energy produced

bya cold, dry, frictionless scram from full rod withdrawal could

be absorbed in the system without causing the failure of the control

rod or any component in the mechanism.

The SL-l mechanism was not designed on this basis and could not

meet this same scram condition, however, shock loading during normal

operational scram never reached the maximum level of a cold, dry,

frictionless scram because of hydraulic dampening and frictional

resistance. The SL-l system has inherently high frictional resistance.

An analysis of the shock absorbing components is given in IDO-19003,

"SL-l Reactor Evaluation Final Report."

wechanism mstallation and Removal -The PL mechanisms have been

designed to meet the requirement that they be individually removable

and interchangeable. In addition, the design is such that removal

can be accomplished with a minimum of mechanism disassembly. The pinion

housing, pinion gear, bearings and shaft seal assembly do not require

disassembly for vessel head removal. The coupling between the mechan-

ism extension shaft and a control rod blade is a 1-1/4 inch fluted Acme

thread. The control rod blade is not raised for the coupling operation.

Pinion Bearin~s -The pinion housing is designed to take either ball

bearings or carbon-graphite bushings. Development tests to be performed

with a PL lead mechanism (presently being assembled) are intended to

optimize ball bearing material selection between stellite and AISI 44O-C

stainless steel, or graphite bushings. SL-l experience has shown heavy

wear and crud build-up on the original bearings.

Shaft Seal- The SL-l floating ring, controlled leakage shaft seals

have shown shaft and ring wear. This may be detrimental in two ways:

first, the small clearances between shaft and rings and the associated

wear provides high friction in the seal; and second, increased seal

leakage and a consequent change in cooling water flow split between the

seals and actuator. PL seal design will utilize increased clearance

rings and as a back-up design, preliminaryt ests have been started (and
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V fill continue) with various other seal types, such as a face type seal.

Drive Package -The PL drive package design improvement will include

a limit switch assembly containing more rugged cams, so that cam adjust-

ments can be made easier and that they will maintain their adjustment

during operation. Negator springs, springs whose shock absorbing ability

were not needed and subsequently removed from SL-l drive packages, have

been eliminated in PL design. In addition, an improved material choice

of 304 stainless steel for the gear pair coupling the drive motor to the

clutch assembly has been incorporated.

General- other design improvements include a shorter shaft distance

between the floating ring seals and the pinion gear, and a larger diameter

pinion gear bearing shaft to reduce seal shaft deflections and consequent

binding. The accumulated effect of parasitic loads imposed at the pinion

gear bearings, seal shaft bearings, and floating ring seals may be a

contributing factor in rod sticking on the SL-l mechanism, particularly

at the higher rod elevations.

4) Higher Power Operation

1'he SL-l reactor was operated at higher than design power

to test the PL-2 condenser. This condenser is rated at a steam flow of

13,000 lbs/hr. The SL-l operating at 3 1'lW can only provide 9000 lbs/hr.,

thus, the PL-type condenser tests required reactor operation at 4.7 MW.

Preliminary testing was accomplished on the air-cooled condenser to

check the design capacity and the over-all performance. The initial

tests were run at part load and straight through air flow. The testing

was limited since permission had not been granted at that time to operate

the reactor at power levels over 3MW. In addition, the damper control

system controlling the inlet air temperature to the condenser had not been

installed.
~lhe complete damper control system was installed and checked out

early in December 1960. A number of full load tests were run on the air-

cooled condenser which indicated that the condenser would perform as

designed. Air velocity and temperature traveraes were made at the intake

ducts to the building, inlet face of the condenser and the exhaust

dampers. These showed the extent of air mixing, and the capability of

the by- ass air to control inlet air' temperature to the condenser.
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During the full load tests, the reactor power level was approxi-

mately 4.54 ~Im with a steam generation rate of 13,550 Ibs/hr. The

steam flow to the PL condenser was 12,100 Ibs/hr. V{ith the inlet air

temperature to the condenser controlled at 41oF, condensing pressure

at 14.5 inches of Hg absolute, 14 x 106 BTU/hr was removed by the

condenser. With the inlet air temperature of 65°F, and a condensing

pressure of 21.2 inches of Hg absolute, 12.75 x 106 BTU/hr was removed.

These results indicate that the condenser design is satisfactory.

During the higher power runs oscillations of the reactor neutron

flux were observed. These oscillations are usually referred to as boil-

ing noise. In order to determine the variations in the boiling noise

with power level, measurements were taken on October I, 1960, at I, 2,

end 3 MW.

Between November 2 and November 4, 1960, the power was increased

from 3 1~ to 4.7 MW in 20% increments. On November 2 the power was

raised to 3.5 MW, on November 3 to 4.1 ~Vand on November 4 to 4.7 ]~.

The boiling noise was measured at each of these power levels. The

six points in Figures 45 and 46 marked by circles show the amplitude and

frequency of the oscillations at I; 2; 3; 3.5; 4.1; and 4.7 MN.

On November 15, 1960, the cadmium shims were installed in Tee

slots of rod positions No.2 and No.6. On November 17 power operation

was resumed and new boiling noise measurements were taken at various

power levels. It was found that for power levels below 4 mv the boiling

noise was lower in amplitude and higher in frequency and above 4 l~ it

was higher in both amplitude and frequency than prior to the insertion

of the cadmium shims.

On November 23, 1960, the reactor was operated at 4.7 MW. At the

start of the run the outside rods I; 3; 5; and 7 were at 24" and rod

No.9 was at 17.7 inches. For the initial 1000 sec. of this run the

center rod was withdrawn and the outside rods were inserted to approach

a banked position. During this time the amplitude of the oscillations

was increasing. After 1000 sec. the amplitude of the oscillations was

approximately 1 MW. At this time the motion of the rods was reversed

i.e., rod No.9 was inserted and rods I; 3; 5 and 7 were withdrawn.
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The magnitude of the oscillations seemed to decrease for about 50

seconds and then started to diverge again. Seventeen seconds later the osc-

illatiOns peaks were off scale on the Offner recorder and remained

off scale for II cycles corresponding to 4 seconds. At this time the

amplitude of the oscillations decreased again to approximately 1 MW

for 3 cycles, or 1 second. The oscillations diverged again and went

off scale for 9 cycles, or 3 seconds, at which point the reactor was

scrammed on an over-power signal. The scram setting during this test was

at 5.7 1W/, however, it is estimated that the peak power achieved was be-

tween 6 and 8 TlW. The reactor did not scram at 5.7 }JW due to the short

duration of the over-power cycle compared to the delay time in the scram

system relay.

This series of oscillations should not have harmed the core, or any

of its components, since the average power during this time was not more

than ~t.7 ~V and the integrated power in any cycle is not sufficient to

cause damage. Immediately after the scram, the effluent gas activity

was checked and no increase observed. Following the startup of the

reactor, control rods 1; 3; 5 and 7 were recorded at 2011 and No.9 at

18.2" withdrawal at a steam flow of 7700 Ibs/hr. Using the rod cali-

bration curves, (Figure 27) and the steam flow vs. rod bank curve,

(Figure 29) these positions were corrected to a bank height of 19.2"

corresponding to 8000 Ib/hr. steam flow. Prior to the stability test

the rod bank positions at 8750 Ib/hr. steam flow were 19.2" for 1; 3;

tO and 7 and 19.8" for No.9. These were corrected to a bank position

;, .19.211 corresponding to 8000 Ib/hr. It was, therefore, concluded that

there was no change in rod bank position as a result of the oscilla~ions

and hence no gain in reactivity, or loss of boron. This is further

confirmed by the data plotted in Figure 32 which shows no change in the

rod bank position on or subsequent to November 23.

This indicated that the reactor could not be operated stably with

banked rods at 4.7 M?/, therefore it was operated with the center rod

down and controlling and the other rods fully withdrawn. As Figure 47

indicates, the amplitude of oscillations at 4.7 MW with programmed rods

is appreciably lower than with banked rods at 4.2 MVl.
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The only conclusion which might be drawn from these boiling noise

studies to date is that the noise appears to increase with both power

level and radial peaking factor.

5. Coolant History

SL-l water quality is maintained and adjusted by filter

and ion exchanger purification. Incoming raw water passes through a

filter into a mixed bed ion exchanger and then to a 1000 gallon stainless

steel makeup storage tank. Makeup water is introduced into the reactor

system through the hot well and feed pump.

A boiling water reactor acts as a concentrator of non-volatile

impurities by evaporating pure steam. Three to five gpm of SL-l reactor

water is tapped off into a by-pass purification system which consists of

a filter, a regenerative cooler, parallel cation and mixed bed ion

exchangers and a return line to a feedwater filter. The conductivity

and pH of the water from the by-pass purifier are measured continuously

and the values are recorded on the control room panel board.

The reactor water specifications are as follows: pH 6.5 to 7.5

Resistivity, greater than 500,000 ohms.

There are no other requirements; however, the chloride and oxygen

levels are kept to a minimum through proper operation of the feedwater

and by-pass purification systems. A decrease in resistivity below

500,000 ohms indicates that the mixed bed resin is exhausted. An in-

crease in pH indicates the cation resin is exhausted.

a. Chec\...s

The following checks were initiated to insure that the

reactor water met the required specifications at all times:

Water Activity in the Reactor -The purpose of this check is to keep

track of buildup of long-lived activities due to corrosion, and to check

on clad rupture by alpha-count level. Sampling is done daily during

reactor operation. The sample is taken from sample Tap No.2 in the

purification system.

Decontamination Factor -The purpose of this test is to check for

water carry-over and steam purity. Sampling is done weekly during

steady state operation. Extra samples are run during startup, or if

water level or power level is changed. The sample tap is on the main

steam line.
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R-~-Wate-~ -This is tested to prevent impuri ties from being intro-

duced into the reactor from the raw water supply either through the make-

up system or the shutdown cooler. It also serves as a check on the pro-

bable life of ~he makeup water demineralizer. Sampling is done once a

month at the raw water demineralizer inlet.

Makeup Water -Tested to keep track of demineralizer behavior and

determine amount of impurities which might build up in the reactor water

from this source. The frequency of sampling depends on makeup water

requirements, but is ordinarily done every two weeks. The s~~pling point

is the outlet of the raw water demineralizer.

Condensate Feedwater, -Tested to keep track of solid carry-over and

volatile impurities such as oxygen and chloride in the feedwater. Samples

are taken at the hot well at least once a day.

Reactor Water -Tested in order to identify corrosion products in

reactor water and to check on impurity trends. These impurities are

determined in the same sample taken for reactor water activity measure-

ments.

If for some reason the water quality was determined to be below

standards, the reactor was run at reduced power in order to allow the by-

pass purification system to clean up the water. In one case, it was

necessary to shut the reactor down in order to obtain high purity water.

The main influences on reactor water quality control are oxygen

and chloride levels, suspended and dissolved solids in the form of cor-

rosion products and fission products, and fission and corrosion product

carry-over in the steam. These items are discussed below:

Oxygen and Chloride -The amount of dissolved oxygen is determined

in the reactor water and condensed steam. Chloride content is deter-

mined in the feedwater and reactor water. The oxygen in the condensed

steam averages about 23 ppm at 31~V. This high value is primarily due

to the radiolytic decomposition of water into a stoichiometric mixture

of hydrogen and oxygen. The amount of decomposition is a function of

reactor operating pressure, power level, pH and impurities in the water.

As a result of radiolysis, sizable volumes of gas must be handled by

the condenser system air ejectors.
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The dissolved oxygen in the reactor water has been maintained under

0.5 ppm throughout operation by Combustion Engineering. During the

PL-2 condenser tests, when the reactor power was raised to a maximum of

4.11~ the reactor water dissolved oxygen was 0.48 ppm. Under normal

operating conditions at 3r~N the following data was obtained:

Chloride Dissolved Oxygen
Sample Point ppm ppm

Reactor Water 0 0.23

Feedwater 0 0.16

Purification Effluent 0 0.13

oxygen and chloride levels are extremely important from the point of

view of the corrosion of X-8001 aluminum and other system materials such

as 304 stainless steel.

Suspended and Dissolved Solids -Total and dissolved solids are

determined in the reactor water and raw water.

Analysis of reactor water to date has shown a total solids content

in the range of 4 to 5 ppm. Resistivity values indicate that dissolved

solids are about 0.5 ppm. The remaining solids content is partly organic

and party suspended solids. The suspended solids which are carried over

during boiling or introduced in the makeup water are removed from the

system in the feedwater filter. The remainder of the solids are removed

in the by-pass purification system.

Tables VI and VII show the relative quantities of elements present

in the feedwater and purification filters. The activity of the feedwater

filter element is attributed to the presence of Cr51, zr95 and Nb95.

Cr51 contributes more than 98 pcr cent of the activity in the feedwater

filter. Cr51 and zn65 contribute about 92 per' cent of the activity in

the purification filter. These and the remainder of the isotopes contri-

buting to activity in the purification filter are summarized in Table VIII.

TABLE VI

ELEtffilfTS PRESENT -FEEDWATER FILTER

Major Minor Trace

Fe Al
Cr
Ni
Si

Ca
Cu

Mg
Mn
Ma
Nb

Pb
Sh
Ti
V
Zr
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TABLE VII

ELE1mNTS PRESENT IN PURIFICATION FILTER

Major ]~inor Trace

Al
Cr
Fe

Cu
Si

Go

rJg

~,m

~JIo

V

Ni
Pb
Sn
Ti
Zr
Nb

TABLE VIII

ELE~KENTS CONTRIBUTING TO PURIFICATION FILTER ACTIVITY

Isotope % of Activi

11.6
13.64

2.5
2.6
1.05
0.58
0.36
0.36
0.19
0.30

Cr-51
Zn-65
Ce-141
Fe-59
Sb-124
Ru-103 or 106
Ba-140
L,a-140
Co-60
Zr or Nb-95

These isotopes are fission products and corrosion products from the

aluminum and stainless steel. The high zn65 activities cannot be attri-

buted to either of these alloys.

Fk~on Products and Radioa~t~e Corro~-ion Products -"- ~ ' , .,
Radioactivity

in the water due to fission products and activated corrosion products is

one of the major problems in the purification of the water. Fortunately,

the boiling process tends to confine non-volatile materials in the reactor

vessel. The ability to thus confine radio-activity is expressed as the

decontamination factor, DF = reactor water activity in c/m/ml divided by

condensed steam activity in c/m/ml.

The decontamination factor measured during the 1000 hour test in June

and Ju.ly 1959 varied from 98 to 1.9 x 103 depending on steam flow and

purification flow.(12)Main steam flow ranged from 5000 to 8950 lbs/hr.
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The average decontamination factor was about 103 compared to about 104

for Borax III, Borax IV, and VBWR.

Later tests were performed in March, 1960, in which the decontami-

nation factors between the reactor water and steam as well as across the

ion exchange columns were determined as a function of steam flow rates.

During this test the steam decontamination factor averaged about 104,

more in line with Borax, EBWR, and VB\VR(25). This decontamination factor

was confirmed during the power extrapolation studies performed in october

and November, 1960.

The isotopes in the reactor water are non-volatile fission products

and corrosion products. The major activities found in the reactor water
56 131 132 24 51 .are Mn , I, I, Na , and Cr .In all cases of analys~s to date,

Na24 has accounted for over 95 per cent of the total activity. A typical

set ofactivity measurements is given below:

Per Cent
rsotype ~ of Total Activi ty

24 6
Na 1.3 x 10 91.2

Mn56 3.0 x 104 2.2

r131 4.2 x 103 0.3

r133 3.2 x 103 0.2

cr51 0.92 x 103 0.02

The same trends noted above were observed during higher power tests.

The major fission product activities were r131, Sr89, and Ba140. The

major corrosion product activites were Na24, Mn56, and Cr51. An increase

in fission products in" the reactor water as a function of power level was

noted, however, the r131 activity appears to remain constant and this

isotope accounts for 60 to 10 per cent of the fission product activity

in the reactor. The high Sr89 levels must be attributed to residual

strontium in the makeup water. The well water at the Sl-l has a high

concentration of strontium, and Sr89 may be produced through the (n~)

reaction on stable Sr88. When the fission product yields of sr89, sr90,

and Sr91, are considered the activities of these three fission products

should be of the same order of magnitude.
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In addition to the carry-over due to entrained moisture and dis-

sociated water, thc activity carried over due to volatile fission

products was determined. This work was performed dul~ing the period

September 1 to December 30, 1959.

Activity in the steam consists of volatile fission products and

some Na24 which was probably carried over with entrained moisture in

the steam. The gross activity was 3.2 x 103 d/m/ml. The major acti-

vities were 1131, 1133, Xe135, and Kr88. The total activity of air ejector

gases during the test period was 5.3 x 104 d/m/ml. The gas activity

was a mixture of krypton and xenon isotopes. The major activities
138 135 135 m 1 33 88

were due to Xe , Xe and Xe , Xe and Kr .

During early Sl-l tests, it was found that 66.5 x 10-2 curies per
138 -2 133 -2

day of Xe , 0.9 x 10 curies per day of Xe , and 8.0 x 10 curies

per day of Kr88 were being emitted from the air ejector. This gas re-

leased was probably due to surface contamination of the fuel plates.

It has been calculated that a few tenths of a milligram of U235 on the

fuel plates can account for the Xe and Kr activities. Three spare SL-l

fuel elements were analyzed for uranium surface contamination. The

presence of alpha activity was confirmed. It is believed that this

activity was not introduced during fabrication, since the fuel assemblies

were inspected before shipping, but was probably from air borne material

from the storage vaults.

Fission product activity in the water, the 1131 activities, and air

ejector gas activities point to a delayed release of fission products.

Whether this delay is due to diffusion through leaks in the fuel element

cladding, or some other mechanism, is not known. The ratios of short

to long-lived gas activities are below the theoretical ratios for recoil

of fission products into the water.

In spite of these early contamination problems the air ejector gas

activity has remained fairly constant since Combustion Engineering has

operated SL-l.

b. Operational Problems

Oil in Well Water -During the 500-hour acceptance test of

the SL-l reactor, difficulty was experienced in maintaining proper water
:P
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resistivity and pH. Later operation in January and February, 1959, led

to resin break-through in 5 to 6 days of operation. It was observed

that oil was present throughout the system.- This oil was preventing pro-

per operation of the raw water demineralizer and the by-pass ion exchanger

system. The oil was traced to the deep well water pump. This pump was

modified so that the oil would not drip into the water supply. Oil was

cleaned out of all accessible parts of the system and purged by water

flow from others. As an added precaution, a diatomaceous earth oil filter

was installed in the plant makeup water line. Oil contamination of the

water is now 2 ppm or less.

Ejection of Resins into Reactor Water Svste! -In early June, 1960,

the lower screen of the mixed bed resin containment vessel was ruptured

during a routine :resin change. The resin in the column was injected jnto

the reactor water system. Two days of flushing and low power operation

was necessary to clean the resin out of the system. During this clean-

up, the feedwater filters, purification system filters, and feedwater

pump strainers were changed. Glands on the feedwater pumps were

repacked and gland seals were replaced. The mixed bed containment vessel

was removed and repaired, and new resin was put into all purification

columns.

Inadequacy of Pre-cooler to the Ion Exchange System -The purifi-

cation system was limited to 175° due to the thermal stability of the

mixed bed resin. The heat exchange cooler for the by-pass purifica-

tion system was originally designed so that part of the feedwater

was put through the cooler in order to cool the reactor water from 420oF

to less than 175°F. Thetemperature of the feedwater was too high to

achieve the desired cooling and the flow through the mixed bed resin

was as high as 190oF at times which, of course, resulted in reduced

resin life. In addition, it was necessary to limit purification water

flow to 2 gpm.

This system was modified to allow raw water to flow through this

cooler. The resulting increase in heat exchange capacity now permits

the purification system to operate at itsdesigned 5 gpm flow.

Boron Loss Evaluation -An inspe(:tiul. of fuel assemblies jn the

SL-l indicated a severe corrosion of the aluminum-boron strips. In
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many cases the lower portions of the strips had dropped off, and

insoluble material was released into the reactor. This material settled

to the bottom of the vessel. Since the sintered boron powder is insol-

uble no boron has been noted in the purification systems. The material

may be dense enough so that it is not picl~ed up in the by-pass purifica-

tion system filters, since the reactor water outlet to the purification

system is several feet above the bottom of the reactor vessel.

One or two spectrographic examinations of reactor water indicated

that boron was present in the part per billion range. The accuracy of

boron analyses at these levels is highly inaccurate and no assumptions

as to boron loss should be made on this basis.

Reactor Water Specifications -During the period of August 2 to

9, 1960, the reactor was operated at low power for t'vo days for maximum

primary water purification because the water quality had dropped below

specifications after a series of training scrams. During the period

June 1- June 14, 1960, the water had to be cleaned up due to malfunction

No.21 (injection of resin into the reactor water). on J~pril 21, the

reactor was secured for 26 hours because of poor quality reactor water

obtained after malfunction No.23 (false high water level scram). The
.

water quality fell below specifications during the down period and

start-up period following this scram.

6. Reactor Equipment Operating Experience

a. Head Gasket Leak

On April 2, 1959, the reactor vessel closure seals developed

a leak. Upon removal of the head, inspection of the two gaskets revealed

that the outside retaining ring on the outer gasket was out of the gasket

g~.oove in a five degree arc(26). This can be seen in Figure 48. Appar-

ently, the outer gasket was oversized and did not seat properly during

initial assembly.

In the process of removing the vessel h~ad , the stud nuts were found

to be tightened excessively. Elongation measurements revealed that the

average stud elongation was .025 inches, rather than the design elongation

of .006 inches. As a result of this measured indication of excessive

initial bolt-down, it was decided to remove all forty-eight studs for

inspection.

Removal of all the studs was ve~ difficult and two of the studs
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had to be drilled and burned out. Stud removal problems caused the shut-

down to extend to almost a month. New studs of an improved design were

procured for all forty-eight bolt positions and these were used when the

head was replaced.

New gaskets were installed on April 23, 1959. The head was b'olted

down to the design bolt load (bolt elongation of 0.006 in.) and hydro-

statically tested at 600 psig. The gaskets showed leakage at the rate

of 150 cc per hour, which was above the minimum allowable rate. To reduce

the leakage rate, an additional bolt load was impressed (average bolt

elongation of 0.010 in.). Leakage for this bolt load was as follows:

600 psi 12 cc per hour

400 psi 4 cc per hour

300 psi No measurable leakage

Because there was no measurable leakage at the operat~ng pressure of

300 psi, the replacement gaskets were left as installed. Their per-

formance subsequently has been satisfactory.

b. Refueling

Fuel element transfer from the reactor core to one of three fuel

storage wells is accomplished with the fuel transfer coffin, Figure49 .

The coffin is a steel enclosed, lead filled cylinder 28 inches in dia-

meter by 56 inches high. An integrally mounted hand operated hoist

raises or lowers a single fuel element within the coffin cavity. A

drawer-type gate slides open to permit entry to the cavity. The fuel

gripper which is hung from the hoist cable and actuated by a gripper

release cable, attaches to a fuel element.

The fuel transfer equipment was tested during the week of April 9,

1959. An unirradiated fuel element was transferred from the fuel well

to the coffin and then returned. An irradiated element was transferred

from the reactor core to the coffin and returned. These two operations

revealed several problems. First, the fuel element could not be com-

pletely withdrawn into the coffin because of sharp corners within the

coffin cavity. Second, alignment of the coffin over the reactor head

openings and fuel well cover plate were difficult. Third, radiation

streaming was monitored from around the gate and the bottom of the
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coffin when the fuel element passed these points.

The fuel element transfer coffin was modified as a result of the

above tests. The shoulder between the fuel element cylinder and the

gripper chamber was chamferred to prevent the gripper from catching

when it is withdrawn into the coffin. A fixed locking pin was installed

on the coffin hoist to prevent the gripper head from accidently unlatch-

ing a fuel element in the coffin. A steel funnel was fabricated for the

fuel storage well to facilitate coffin alignment. The hoist control

was replaced with a straight rod crank when the former unit broke in opera-

tion. The radiation streaming problem remained.

Subsequent fuel handling operations with the fuel transfer coffin

continued to reveal aifficulties. In one instance (week of June 20, 1960)

a dummy element became disengaged within the coffin. It was found that

the gripper hoist cable and release cable had kinked and coiled in the

gripper receptacle. This prevented full insertion of the element into

the coffin. Further, it disengaged the gripper when the load was slightly

relaxed.

1. Plant Malfunction Report Summary

The following is a summary of malfunctions which occurred at

the SL-I facility. The summary was taken from malfunction reports, 1

through 38. It should be noted that the SL-I was o~;3rated as a training

facility and as such experienced a very large number of startup and shut-

down cycles. This excessive cycling no doubt contributed to the frequency

of some malfunctions. Reports are written on the basis of criteria pro-

vided by the Atomic Energy Commission for SL-I malfunction reports(32),

as follows:

(I) An occurrence resulting in a reactor accident or physical

damage to the core o~ primary plant components.

An equipment failure which causes a reactor scram, or plant

shutdown.

(3) Repeated failure of equipment to remain in "adjustment.

(4) An overexposure of personnel to radiation in excess of estab-

lished tolerances.

(5) A fire or normal industrial accident that affects power plant

operation.

(2)
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Number of
Jt1alfunctions Mechanical Eq11.ipment Hours Shutdown

1

4

356

48

Head flange gasket leak

Control Rod Drive ].~echanisms

a.

b.

Mechanism binding caused No.1 rod to
hangup at 4 inches when dropped from
30 inches.

Negator spring broke loose and damaged
limit switches.

Steam leaked from seal housing of one
mechanism and from cooling water'line
fittings of another mechanism.

c.

3 18

d. Seals leaked in three mechanisms.

Ejectors

a. Gland ejector leak-off system lost
vacuum becc.use of clogging of the
ejector orifice.

b. Flanged fittings in after-condenser leaked.

c. Moisture froze in ejector discharge line.

Valves

a. Reactor venting valve froze open.

3 33

b. Pressure gage isolation valves in steam
line leaked.

c. Main steam inlet isolation valve leaked.

Turbine Governor

a. Throttle valve had bent stem.

b. Turbine governor was improperly adjusted.

Mixed bed resin screen ruptured

Three weld points in Main Steam System leaked

Condenser exhaust dampers slipped on shaft

Condensate circulating pump shorted out

2
7

1

1

1

1

162

33

2

1

Electrical Equipment

Fan motor failed when insulation broke down due 61
to excessive ambient t~m:perature.

4 Station auxiliary breaker tripped out 5
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Number of
Malfunctions - Electrical EQuipment

(Continued)

Hours Shutdown

1 Fan Motor Breaker tripped 2

1 Utility Bus Breaker tripped

Control Systems

2 Liquid Level Indicator
3-1/2

a. Vacuum tube failed in Hayes Liquid
Level Indicator.

b. Hayes transformer coil failed

1 Vacuum tube and resistor in high voltage
supply failed.

6

2 Insulation breakdown 17

a. High temperature caused shorting of
high voltage supply to Channel II.

b. High voltage line shorted when insula-
tion broke down.

1 Tube failed in Power Supply to Nuclear
Channel I

1/2

Operator Error

1 Reactor water level dropped below top of
core

1 Circuit unintentionally shorted 1

1 Wrong fuse pulled 1

1 Turbine throttle valve not fully opened 3

1 Reactor water level indicator incorrectly
installed 1

1 Purification pump incorrectly repaired 25

Steam supply to turbine reduced

Resin introduced in hotwell 40

38 Total for all categories 898
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8. Significant Events in SL-l Operating History

Events

2/5/59 68 CE assumes operating responsibility for SL-l plant.

216/59 to
2111/59 68 Selected fuel elements visually inspected in the

reactor vessel by CE and ANL representative. Fuel
element discolorations observed

215/59 to

3/29/59 (I68

(2)

3

Performed routine maintenance and plant
modifications
Oil in reactor water from deep well pump cleaned

up
Interim Operating Manual prepared

3/6/59 68 Demonstration operation at power for two hours for
CE Nuclear Safeguards Committee

3/30/59 68 Commission approval received for CE operation

3/31/59 68 Cold critical operation
(a) Nuclear channel ranges checked
(b) Relative cold critical rod worths determined

4/1/59 68 Begin power operation

4/1/59 70 Cold, hot, and operating critical rod bank positions
measured

4/3/59 70 Plant secured because of head gasket leak on re~ctor
vessel

413/59 to
4123/59 70

~~

j(3

Head gaskets replaced
Hold-down boxes added to all but two outer clusters
Extension spool on Rod No.9 removed

4/23/59 70 Begin five day shift operation at power

4/27/59 Equilibrium xenon (2.5 ~N) rod bank position measured73

4/30/59 (I)80

(2)

Relative control rod worth evaluation at full

power
Reactor period recorded while heating to
temperature and pressure to determine boiling
effects and to measure the transient experienced

during hydrogen venting operations
Decontamination test started(3)

5/4/59 81 Control rod bank vs. power measurements with no
xenon present
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Event

(1)5/7/59 86

(2)
(3)

Water temperature effect on control rod bank
measured
Decontamination factor test continued
Analysis of stack effluent gases test started

5/14/59 91 Relative position of control rod cadmium and fuel
checked by measurement. This measurement henceforth
used to set control rods at zero position

5/19/59 (1)
(2)

91 Various cold critical rod positions measured
Rod bank during heat up recorded

5/20/59 91 Control rod mechanism for rod No.7 removed and
shipped to Windsor for analysis of sticking operation

5/21/59 (1)
(2)

91 Checked out new rod No.7 mechanism
Continued water chemistry tests

6/1/59 102
~l)

(~~

Various cold critical rod positions measured
Rod bank during heat up recorded
Rod bank for 22 hour xenon buildup measured

6/4/59 104 Begin 1000 hour test

6/5/59 105 Equilibrium xenon (2.5 MW) rod bank position measured

6/18/59 133 Rod housing operating temperatures measured on rods
No.3 and No.7

7/1/59 162 Critical rod positions determined for various hot
operating conditions

7/1/59 162 Intercomparison of side rods calculated

7/3/59 167 Feedwater temperature effect on reactivity measured

1/16/59 195 Ended 1000 hour test

7/20/59 195 to
200

~~j

(4)

Various cold critical rod positions determined
Rod bank during heat up measured
Various hot critical rod positions measured and
hot rod worth evaluations
Various rod positions vs. reactor power measured

7/27/59 200 Xenon decay measured

7/27/59 200 Plant secured for maintenance

8110159 to

8/11/59 200 22 hour demonstration run for the Military Liaison
Committee
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D-~ 1ftro Event

8/27/59 200 Visual inspection of fuel elements -boron side
plate buckling discovered

8/31/59 200 Control rod calibrations -rods No.3 and No.7

9/8/59 206 Initiate two man crew operation

9/23/59 213 Add first instrumented fuel element -41 element core
(I) Element #6 moved from position 45 to position 87
(2) Instrumented element #63 placed in position 45

9/24/59 214 Instrumented fuel element test

10/8/59 (1)229 Shutdown to remove instrumented element and one
additional element for future hot cell inspection-
40 element core
(a) Instrumented element #63 removed from

position 45
(b) Element #6 moved from position 87 to position

45
(c) Element #38 removed from position 55
(d) Element #42 moved from position 66 to

position 55
(e) New element #62 placed in position 66
Captive key bypass switches installed in scram
circuits with new scram on Channel IV

(2)

10/12/59 230 Begin seven day shift operation

11/20/59 317 Xenon decay measured

11/20/59 311 Cold, hot, and operating critical rod bank positions
measured

11/25/59 323 Shutdo\vn for maintenance and inspection

12/1/59 324 Renew seven day shift operation

12/7/59 324 Equilibrium xenon measured

12/23/59 364 Shutdown for annual maintenance -all major items
overhauled

2/3/60 364 Begin seven day shift operation

2/19/60 385 Shutdown for trainee testing

2/29/60 385 Renew seven day shift operation
.

2/29/60
to

3/29/60

385 to
463

Hydrogen buildup test performed
Equilibrium xenon measured
Decontamination factor test continued
Steam Quality Test
Water Decompos~tion Test
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~

4/1/60

m Event

469 Shutdown for plant maintenance

4/1/60 469 Rod drop performance test for design evaluation

4/8/60 469 Control rod mechanism for rod No.9 disassembled and
inspected for signs of wear for design evaluation

4/9/60 469 Renew seven day shift operation

4/9/60
to

5/26/60

469
to

587

(1{

~~~

Decontamination factor test continued
Fission break monitoring test
Water decomposition test

5126160 587 Shutdown for decay heat test and plant maintenance

6/11/60 588 Commence seven day shift operation for Cadre training

6/25/60
to

6/26/60 608 Shutdown for NRTS open house

6/29/60 613 Hot criticals to determine best detector location for

startup

7/11/60 639 Shutdown for maintenance
(I) Checked grid plate bolt tightness
(2) Inserted test coupons (Ag-In-Cd) and fluxwires

7/16/60 639 Cold rod drop tests for design evaluation

7/17/60 640 Resume power operation

7/31/60 660 Hot rod drop tests for design evaluation

7/31/60 660 Shutdown to remove test coupons (Ag-In-Cd) and two
fluxwires

8/14/60
to

8/21/60 680 Shutdown
(I) Inspect fuel elements, corroded boron side plates

discovered and sections of plates from elements
#42 and #8 removed from core

(2) Inserted second instrumented fuel element
(a) Element #42 removed from position 55
(b) Instrumented element #1 placed in position 55

(3) Fluxwires and test coupons (Ag-In-Cd) inserted
into core

.
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